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Abstract- Saturation effects in salient pole synchronous
machines are generally modelled by assuming that the
saturation effect is primarily limited to the field pole.
However, saturation of the stator teeth and core can also
become saturated such as when operating as a generator
with a leading power factor load. This paper addressesthe
modeling and simulation of simultaneous saturation of
both the stator and rotor taking into account the correct
components of flux linkage which contribute to these
effects. Suitable saturation curves are computed using
finite element methods. Simulation results are shown using
the new saturation model.
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inductanceswhich correspondto the end winding and the core
portions of the leakage flux linkages respectively. The two
portions ofthe stator leakage inductanceshave been separated
since saturation of the stator core only involves that portion of
the stator leakageflux which passesthrough the stator core.
The equationscorrespondingto the circuit ofFigure 1 are,
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Saturationeffects in salient pole synchronousmachines are
typically modelled by assuming that the saturation effect is
primarily limited to the field pole and the effect is, hence, a
function of the field flux linkages. However, situationsoccur in
which saturation of the stator teeth and core also become
saturatedsuch as operation as a generatorwith a leading power
factor load. The saturation effect of the stator cannot be simply
lumped with the field pole saturation since stator core
saturation is the vector sum of d- and q-axis stator flux
linkageswhile the field pole is essentiallydependantonly on
d-axis flux linkage components.Hence, dependingupon load,
saturation of a synchronous machine may have either stator
saturation, field pole saturation or simultaneous saturation of
both components.This paper addressesmeans for modeling
and simulation of simultaneous saturation of both the stator
and rotor taking into account the correct components of flux
linkage which contribute to these effects. Suitable saturation
curyes are computed using finite element methods. Typical
simulation results of the improved model are shown.
Ii. d-q RernesENrArIoN oE e SYNcrnoNous MACHINE
Park's model of a salient-pole synchronous machine,
representedin the rotor reference frame, is shown in Figure 1.
The quantities rs, rdp ro, arld r/r corespond to the stator, daxis rotor amortisseur, q-axis bmortisseur and field winding
resistance all referred to the stator by the appropriate turns
ratio, The quantities L*4 and L^o are the d- and q- axes
magnetizing inductances respectiv6ly. In Figure 1 the stator
leakageinductancetypically expresseda Llrhas been separated
into two portions namely L7", arrdLp, to denote the leakage
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For purposesof simulation Eq. 5 is usually manipulated to the
form
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where e, : a 6(L *d/ r fr)vf, and rrl, is a selected base
frequency.The amortisseurvoltages vqr and vdr arezero except
for specialcases.
The flux linkages in Eqs. 1-5 are defined by referring to
Figure 2,They arc,
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The electromechanicaltorque produced by the machine is
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Finally, since the machine is generally tied to an external
load/prime mover, in its simplest form the equation which
describes coupling between the electrical and mechanical
system can be written as
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where T6o4 is the load torque (negative if the "load"
correspondsto a prime mover torque)and -/is combinedinertia
of machineand load.
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d-axis equivalent circuit

otl'd.

Since the differential equationsof the machines,Eqs. (1)(5), contain mixed variables either flux linkages or currents
could be eliminated from the differential equations by means
of the algebraic relations, Eqs. (7)-(15X15). Modelling of
saturation is best achieved by retaining flux linkages as the
state variables. The current can be solved in terms of the flux
linkagesas,
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Figure I d-q axis equivalent circuit ofa salient pole synchronous machine where the stator leakageinductancehas been
separatedinto saturable(core) and non-saturable(end
winding) portions.
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EliminatingX^o and X^o fromEqs.(l8f{20) usingEq.(1a)
and(15) an substitutingthbresultinto Eqs.(20H22),
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Figure 2 Flux linkages used as statevariables.
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The internalstatorcore flux linkages),0* and 7"0^ can
now be written in terms of the total stator and rotbr flux
linkagesas
^
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These results can be inserted into the differential equations
describedby the circuit of Figure l. Upon solving for the time
derivative terms and integrating, the result is,
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Figure 3 Signal flow diagram for a salient pole synchronous
machine.
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The flow of signals for simulation of a salient pole
synchronousmachine is shown in Figure 3.

MoDELINGoF SATURATIoN

In many casesthe saturationof the stator teeth for field pole
dominate in which case saturation can be taken into account
accurately by expressing the air gap flux linkage as a nonlinear function of the air gap MMF. While the air gap MMF is
difficult to determine under a loaded condition, the required
relationship can be establishedof the motor is operatedunder
an open circuit in which casethe MMF is clearly proportional
only to field current since the stator current is, in this case,
zero. If the open circuit voltage is plotted versus the field
curent the saturationcurve of Figure 4(a) can be established.
The slope of a line drawn from the origin to a point on the
straight line (unsaturated)portion of the curve is equal to the
stator d-axis mutual reactance.If the abscissaof Figure 4(a) is

multiplied by the d-axis mutual reactanceand the ordinate by
| / a , , the normalized curve of Figure 4(b) results in which the
abscissaremains proportional to MMF while having the units
of webers. The slope of the unsaturatedportion of the curve is
now clearly unity. The difference between the saturated and
unsaturatedvalues of air gap flux linkage can be defined as
L?'.or as illustrated on the figure.
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When combined with Eq. (12), the q-axis portion of the
unsaturatedvalue offlux linkase is
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where, for convenience,the following quantities have been
defined,
Figure 4 (a) Open circuit saturationcurve and (b) derived
curve.
In general, the same approach can be used to model the
saturationofthe stator core. In this casethe core flux linkage is
noted as 1,"" and the deviation from the unsaturatedvalue as
41,.,. The value of Al,r, can now be plotted as a function of
the unsaturatedvalue of stator core flux linkages \cs(unsar\.
Since saturation does not result in a phase shif in tlie
fundamental component of flux linkages and only decreases
the amplitude, both the d- and q- componentsof saturatedcore
flux should be decreasedby the samevalue. Thus,
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Saturationof thefield polecanbe implemented
in the usual
fashion.Specif,rcally,
the equationfor field flux linkages,Eq.
(11),with thehelpof Eq. (13),be modifiedto theform
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When the freld pole is saturated extra field current must be
addedto accountfbr saturation.Eq. @7) becomes
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represents
the saturationcurve.
Saturation
ofthe q-axiscannow be incorporated
ifEqs. (7)
and(9) aremodifiedto the form,

The proper value of L(Lmdif) is typically discernedfrom the
open circuit saturationcurv6, Fig. 4(a). Signal flow models of
the two saturationeffects are implemented in Figure 5.
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When saturation of the magnetic circuit of a synchronous
machine is lumped in terms of a single saturation curve, the
information need to determine the deeree of saturation can be
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Figure6 Dimensionsof onepole of synchronous
machine
studiedusingfinite elements.
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Figure 7 Saturationcurves produced by finite elements.
Figure.6FEM analysisresult

Figure5 Flow diagramfor simulationof (a) statorcore
saturationand(b) field pole saturation.
discernedfrom the opencircuitsaturationcurveasdescribedin
SectionIII. However,sincethe two saturationeffectsunder
consideration
exist in seriesfor the no loadtest,the individual
saturationcurvescan not be determinedwithout an arbitrary
assumptionconcerningthe split of the MMF dropsacrossthe
two iron portions.A preferablealternativeis to employfinite
elementanalysis,assumingthat the basic geometryof the
machineis known.Figure6 showsthe FEM modelusedto
veri$,the solution.The saturationcurvescanbe determined
by
systematicallyfirst setting the stator iron permeabilityto
infinisl andthen settingthe rotor iron permeabilityto infinity.
The resultsof the calculationsare shownin Figure7. The two
saturationcurvesdeducedfrom Figure Figure 7 is shown in
Figure8.
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The simulationflow diagramsarercadily implementedin
Matlab/Simulink or similar computer programs.Figure 9
showstracesfor a line startusingthe flow diagramsof Figs.3
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Figure 8 Core and Pole saturationcurves.
and 5. In, general the time for acceleration increasesby about
20o/ocompared to an unsaturated model and is less damped
when the machinepulls into synchronism.
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This paper has presented a method for modelling both
stator core and field pole saturation. Simulation studies
indicate that the overall behavior is less damped than with
simple field pole saturation.Use of this new model should
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Figure 9 Torque and Speedduring accelerationfrom rest.
prove particularly beneficial in motor drive applications in
which large torque demands (q-axis stator current) are made
on the machine resulting in heavy stator core saturation even
when accompanied by a relatively modest value of field
cunent.
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